
Best Minecraft SMP Servers In 2022
 

Proceed studying to find out why these servers made the listing..
 

What are Minecraft SMP servers?
 

An SMP Minecraft server consists of a "Survival Multiplayer" map the place players have to

venture by way of the wilderness to seek out sources, build homes, farm, and likewise make

buddies! In multiplayer SMP servers, you may even claim your land and protect it from

griefers.
 

The way to play on SMP Minecraft servers?
 

1. Launch Minecraft: Java Edition 

2. Click on on "Multiplayer" button 

3. Click on "Add Server" button 

4. Copy the IP of the smp server you need to play 

5. Paste the IP within the Server Deal with discipline 

6. Click on on "Save" 

7. You can now double click on the server in your server listing to play on it
 

#1 - Complicated Gaming
 

IP Address: sm.mc-advanced.com
 

Complex Gaming's Server Description:
 

Welcome to Complicated-Gaming! We at present provide a wide selection of servers ranging

from Pixelmon, Skyblock, Survival, Factions, Creative, Prison and extra! Please read

beneath for No pesos .
 

Pixelmon Reforged: (Newest Model : Adds over 850 Pokemon to Minecraft) This model of

Pixelmon runs on Minecraft 1.12.2, to be in a position join our pixelmon servers please use

our customized made modpack, or install pixelmon manually by means of forge.
 

Vanilla Servers: We host a wide variety of Vanilla Servers

(Factions,Survival,Prison,Inventive,Skyblock) on the newest model of minecraft! You'll be

able to login to those servers with any version from 1.12.2 to Latest [1.18]. Our servers are

crammed with customized content to maintain you busy for hours, and are hosted with ZERO

lag. Come join us as we speak!
 

Webpage: https://www.mc-advanced.com/ 

Pixelmon Discord: discord.gg/ComplexPixel 

Vanilla Discord: discord.gg/ComplexVanilla
 

https://pessoa.info/


#2 - MCHub
 

IP Tackle: sm.mchub.com
 

MCHub's Server Description:
 

MCHub is the first Prison, Skyblock and Survival Server set in version 1.Sixteen supporting

all Bedrock Units and Java. Our server affords many distinctive features for all three

gamemodes including backpacks and Backpack Enchantments, Enchantment Gemstones,

Private Mines, Cities, Gangs, Robots, Casinos, Lucky Crates, Daily, Weekly and Monthly

Giveaways and far much more! We counsel players take part 1.17 for the highest quality

expertise. If you do not get pleasure from 1.17, we support among the earliest variations of

minecraft as nicely.
 

#3 - NationsGlory
 

IP Handle: nationsglory.com
 

NationsGlory's Server Description:
 

NationsGlory is the world's first Earth server since 2013. 

The world is a reconstruction of Earth, you possibly can be part of or create a lifelike country

and develop it into an Empire !
 

Discover exclusive content material: 

- Military Arsenal, Missiles, Area rocket, machines... 

- Energy, agricultural automobiles, more planets 

- 2000+ new blocks and entities
 

NationsGlory is available in JAVA and Bedrock Version
 

Join a community of over 400,000 gamers since 2013!
 

Webpage: https://nationsglory.com/from/sl1 

Discord: https://discord.gg/jUZXgrrqz9
 

#4 - EarthMC
 

IP Deal with: sm.earthmc.net
 

This server is rated 5.0 by many players.
 

EarthMC's Server Description:
 

EarthMC is the oldest and hottest Minecraft earth server. Construct a town, type a nation and



conquer earth!


